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Context

 

We all have a great internal compass — a trustworthy inner voice — but we too

often let external ruckus drown out its steadfast whisper.

 

Your external ruckus could be your dad's opinion, what society says gives you value,

your friends' salaries, and a huge steaming heap of other confusing forces.

 

You're the one who has to ultimately live with this decision, so don't let the external

ruckus make it for you. The purpose of this simple exercise is to hand a
microphone to that inner voice and listen.

 

You may not come out of this with perfect decision, but I think you'll have a clearer

understanding of what your inner voice is saying as well as some probable results

from each option you're considering.

 

Let’s go.
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List out the top three options you're considering right now. These are the roads you

could take. They can be whatever you want as long as each of them would result in

a specific action and/or outcome. Keep them clear and concise.

 

Example: 
Option 1: I take the new job with publishing company A.

Option 2: I quit my job and start my own publishing business.

Option 3: I keep my current job and take more publishing courses online.

 

Option 1: ___________________________________________________

Option 2: ___________________________________________________

Option 3: ___________________________________________________

 

Now, close your eyes and spend 30 seconds envisioning Option 1 playing out. Your

decision is formally and finally made and there’s no turning back.

 

Really be there.

 

What emotions do you feel? Circle 2-3 (no more) of the words listed:

 

Option 1:
 

Strong       Vulnerable       Nervous

Peaceful       Concerned       Motivated

Frustrated       Proud       Confused

Stable       Deflated       Excited

Exercise 1
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Well done. Now, repeat the exercise for your other options below:

 

Option 2:
 

Strong       Vulnerable       Nervous

Peaceful       Concerned       Motivated

Frustrated       Proud       Confused

Stable       Deflated       Excited

 

Option 3:
 

Strong       Vulnerable       Nervous

Peaceful       Concerned       Motivated

Frustrated       Proud       Confused

Stable       Deflated       Excited

 

Now, list the words you circled for each option in the slots below and compare the

emotions across the options:

 

Option 1: ____________________________________________________

Option 2: ____________________________________________________

Option 3: ____________________________________________________

 

Whether this is enlightening or redundant for you, it’s always good to pinpoint the

exact emotions you have about each option.

 

Now, based solely on the emotion words you have listed, rank each option from

1-3 (1 being the best). Force yourself to do it.

 

The winner gets 5 points

The runner-up gets 3 points

The third gets 1 point

 

Keep these scores handy.
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Targets
Strong men should never aim to be comfortable — we should aim to be better.

 

What our culture tells us is “better” is often wrong. You can be rich, wholly

independent, and wanted by everyone, yet weak and miserable inside.

 

Strong men like you overcome the noise and aim for a different kind of better:

 

Challenged, but persevering.
At peace, but dedicated.
Vulnerable, but strong.

 

Don’t ever lunge for the option that promises the fastest or greatest uptick in status

or money. Too often, these "golden" options prove to be fool’s gold.

 

Instead, pursue options that will make you better: more caring, humble, committed,

smart, and capable. Truly golden outcomes are earned through excellence.

 

Do not target living an easier life; target becoming a stronger person in order to

overcome -- and thrive through -- tough circumstances.

A
side 
note
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Which option will surround you with
people who seem to have the right

priorities in life?
 

Which option will make your worst
habit(s) very difficult (or near-

impossible) to sustain?
 

Which option will force you to
become more disciplined?

 

Which option will allow you to be
more present and productive for

people in your care?
 

Which option will place you around
people who seem to be rooting for

your personal wellness and
development?

Now, use the grid below to mark which of your options best satisfies the question on

the left (note: there are 10 questions; this continues on the following page):

Exercise 2
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Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
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Which option is one that you cannot
visualize removing from this list?

 

Which option would give you more
opportunity, skills, or time to meet

needs in your community?
 

Which option represents an area that
is a bit foreign to you — something

new?
 

Which option would force you to
build new relationships?

 

Which option would you choose if
you had to stick with that direction

for the rest of your life?

Nice! Now, tally up the total score that each option earned from both exercises in the

grid below. Remember that from the first exercise, each option earned a 5, 3, or 1

based on your rating of their three emotion words.

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Score from Exercise 1
(either 5, 3, or 1)

Score from Exercise 2

TOTAL SCORE

Your highest-scoring option might be the winner, OR you might be screaming inside

right now. Your inner voice is, yet again, speaking. Listen.



Seasons
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Look at nature. The seasons are non-negotiable forces by which all living

creatures must abide. The same is true with us -- with our plans and

decisions. Don't choose one of your options based solely on their merit; your

situation matters.

 

There is a season to take swings and risk, and a season to take shelter to rest. 

 

There is a season to chase your dreams and a season to put them back in

incubation while you pay the bills, stabilize, and perhaps even support

someone else’s pursuits.

 

Feeling burnt out? A new job demanding 60+ hours/week might not be

smart.

 

Dealing with debt? Then choose the option that has you earning or saving

money more than spending money for the next season.

 

Juggling school and multiple jobs? It's probably not the best time to get

involved in a personal relationship that will require work.

 

What season are you in currently? Based on that, which season do you feel

like you're soon entering? Factor these into your decision.
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Before you get stressed about choosing the right path, consider this question:

 

What if there is no wrong choice?
 

Think about it.

 

What if even the "wrong" decision places you on a road that challenges you -- forces

you to become stronger -- enough to unlock bigger, better options a year from now?

 

Can you really "lose" here?

 

And lastly, what if you were to force yourself to make your final decision by the end

of this day, and then make it -- through attitude and effort -- the "right one?"

 

That might be liberating. Try it.

Last Thing
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pick something.
make it awesome.


